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Setup Charge: 60.00 (G) Towel base color and backside white. Price Includes: Up to a Full Color, Full Bleed, Sublimation Imprint 
on white towel, one full side only (2nd side/backside imprint not available). Repeat Setup Charge: 32.50 (G). Email Proof Charge: 
7.50 (G), add 2 days to production time.  Production Time: 7 Days. Weight: 21 lbs / 100 pcs.  Packaging: Bulk packed. Material: 
320 GSM – 86% polyester, 14% polyamide.

Please note: The dye-sublimation printing process uses a computer printer to generate a heat transfer to transfer the image onto the fabric. As a result, PMS inks cannot be matched exactly. They are only a reference point and an approximation. 
Factory will do it’s best to match but cannot guarantee an exact color match. Small shifting of imprint cannot be avoided when printing. As each product is manufactured and printed individually, up to 3/16” movement in logo alignment may occur. 
Towels are intended for individual use and cannot be compared. For red towel only, due to towel color dying process, for white ink imprints only, the red dye may bleed slightly and produce a pink hue, which cannot be avoided and is not considered 
a defect. Expires 7/31/2023. All prices are in US Dollars. E4742  0519U

#5154HT “THE HAWK”
FULL-COLOR WAFFLE WEAVE SPORT TOWEL
Our Super-sized (16” x 25”) towel is constructed with a waffle weave pattern designed to provide a 
larger surface area with honeycomb (waffle shaped) pockets providing a grittier (yet non-abrasive) 
surface for fast cleaning, water absorption, quick drying, and slit for hanging.
Size: 16” W x 25” H.  Imprint Area: 16” W x 25” H Full Bleed Imprint
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